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[History of the Future] 
based on a true story… 
Once upon a time … at the beginning & end, there is, 
was, and will be… only [Ultra Super Existence] or [•Uni 
Ma]. And a gravitational force that holds “everything and 
nothing” together called Universal Love or [ti-MaLu_uu]. 

Through Intention (Pure Consciousness), Attention 
(Focus iEnergy) and Action (Fractal Functions) 
everything else came to be… and so the main 3 Cosmic 
Principles - THE COSMIC HOLOGRAPHIC TRIAD: 

[Ule niAmo_ne-i-a] n. 1 Remember the iFeminine 
Cosmic Principle within your iSelf. 

[_UnniMane…o] n. 1 Remember the iMasculine 
Cosmic Principle within your iSelf. 

[Uli_ame-•] n. 1 Remember the iChild Cosmic Principle 
within your iSelf.  

… and the NOW as a New Human we have the potential 
to remember a New Cosmic Principle never been before 
collectively experienced on earth: 

[eM-asceTe•i•a ] n. 1 Remember the iSynergy Cosmic 
Principle within your iSelf.

	 	 [ i ]

[i]  n 1. Constant, that 
describes the quality, 

quantity and intensity of 
Pure Consciousness 
expressed through 

Intention.   

	 [ iSelf ]

[iSelf]  n 1. You, in an 

intimate, conscious and 
cosmic relationship with 

your Soul.  


[Soul] n 1. Your 
fingerprint, barcode or 

qrCode in the Ultra Supra 
Existence. 2. You beyond 

Space, Time & 
Dimension.
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[Umi Na uLa] n. 1.The New Human 2. New Humanity 3. 
New Planetary Reality 4. New Universe. 

[•Uni Ma] n. 1. Ultra Supra Existence 2.  “Everything & 
nothing” simultaneously.  

[ti-MaLu_uu] n. 1. Universal Love 2. Highest 
gravitational force within •Uni Ma 3. Primal glue that 
keeps “everything & nothing” in cosmic harmonic order. 

[Ni aMe] n. 1. iUltra 2. Highest State of Consciousness. 

[eTe Ne•a] n. 1. Supra iE 2. Supra iEnergy 3. Highest 
Essence of Being. 

	 	 	 	 [ i ]

[iLanguage] n. 1.Light Language 2. Cosmic Open 
Source Code that allows us to download and upload 
[i]Information from the Universal Wide Web UWW.


[i]Information n 1. Specific Consciousness Data 
defined by [i]   

Umi Na uLa  
The Cosmic iLanguage 

Dict ionary for  the New Human
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1. GENERAL UPGRADE 

2. iHARMONIZING I 

3. iHARMONIZING II 

4. iHARMONIZING III 

5. INTEGRATING 

6. EXPRESSING 

7. NEXT LEVEL OF      
    UPGRADE 

TarMaJo-o 
[iEnergy] Cosmic 

Principle

Ule niAmo_ne-i-a 
[iFeminine]  

Cosmic Principle

_UnniMane…o 
[iMasculine]  

Cosmic Principle

Uli_ame-• 
[iChild]  

Cosmic Principle

eM-asceTe•i•a 
[iSynergy] 

Cosmic Principle
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THE NEW HUMAN Umi Na uLa B-HIVE JOURNEY OF [i]EVOLUTION

An inner spiral iEvolution Journey that helps you to iRemember; who you have been since your first entrance on planet Earth, 
who you are now, and the potential of who you can be as you allow the New Human Umi Na uLa to emerge from within.  

[iRemember] v 1. to Process, Integrate and Express [i]Information within your iSelf beyond space, time or dimension.  
[iEvolution] v 1. A continuum of [i]Remember implosions at the center of the whole ready to create a synergetic New Whole.

[DEGREE OF iREMEMBERING UPGRADE WITHIN YOUR iSELF]
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B-HIVE JOURNEY OF [i]EVOLUTION 

A personal initiation of an iCoherence Journey 
through a conscious intention, attention and 
action.  

The iEvolution happens as you are able to 
iHarmonize 12+1 (13) qualities or attributes of each 
Cosmic Principle in its  6+1 (7) directions. 

[iCoherence] n 1.Conscious upgrade of your 
Actions (feeling, doing & supra thinking) as an 
inseparable consistent gestalt of the iSelf.  

[iHarmonize] v 1. to Cleanse, Purify and Activate 
(transform or expand) all your entire iSelf System 
beyond space, time or dimension. 
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The Cosmic Holographic 
[iFeminine] Blueprint 

It allows you to process, 
integrate & express your 
Balanced iSelf: grounded, 
nurtured and aligned. 

You can gain a 33% potential 
to express the New Human. 

The Cosmic Triad & the Holographic iBlueprints

The Cosmic Holographic 
[iMasculine] Blueprint 

It allows you to process, 
integrate & express your 
Unique iSelf: expressing (Inner) 
wisdom, trust and power. 

You can gain a 55% potential 
to express the New Human. 

Ule niAmo_ne-i-a

_UnniMane…o

The Cosmic Holographic 
[iChild] Blueprint 

It allows you to process, 
integrate & express your 

Cosmic iSelf: constantly 
resourceful, co-creative and 

evolving 

You can gain a 77% potential 
to express the New Human. 

The Cosmic Holographic 
[iSynergy] Blueprint 

It allows you to process, 
integrate & express your 

Avatar iSelf: Umi Na uLa 

You can gain a 99% potential 
to express the New Human. 

Uli_ame-•

eM-asceTe•i•a
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The Cosmic Holographic 
[iFeminine] Blueprint 

Being on Earth during 
Lemurian, Atlantean and 
Egyptian times… and now 

The Cosmic Triad & the Holographic iBlueprints

The Cosmic Holographic 
[iMasculine] Blueprint 

Being on Earth during 
Lemurian, Atlantean and 
Egyptian times… and now

Ule niAmo_ne-i-a

_UnniMane…o

The Cosmic Holographic 
[iChild] Blueprint 

Some aspects have been on 
Earth during Lemurian, 

Atlantean and Egyptian times… 
BUT most of it is new on the 
planet… ready to be seeded 

now.

The Cosmic Holographic 
[iSynergy] Blueprint 

Hasn’t been on this planet 
before… but ready to be 

seeded now as Umi Na uLa

Uli_ame-•

eM-asceTe•i•a

100% 

NEW on 

the Planet

Partially 

NEW on 

the Planet

iRemembering
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Imagine having an [i] device that can merge, align and 
ground within you:  

1) The chakra, meridian, dandiem, nadi, merkaba… any 
energy system.  

2) The energy & consciousness field.  
3) The magnetic, crystalline , Gaia… any planetary 

Grids.   
4) Any astrological wisdom 
5) …and more … 

Presenting: 

THE COSMIC 
iMATRIX  

TARMAJO-O 

[TarMaJo-o] n. 1. iRemember your iSelf, strengthen 
your iEnergy Field beyond the impossible and build a 
sturdy foundations for the Cosmic Principle iBlueprints 

Pleiadian  
Chamber of 

Light 
TARMAJO-O 

A Cosmic Gift from the 
Pleiadian, Angelic and 

Dolphin Consciousness for 
our iEvolution Journey.   
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The Cosmic [ iLanguage ] for the 
New Human Umi Na uLa 

This is the Language of the Ultra Supra Existence or 
[•Uni Ma]. A Language of Consciousness, therefore it 
doesn’t have "meaning” but rather Intention. 

It’s the most ancient and futuristic Language we know… 
because it is consciousness, frequency and vibration. 

It expresses itself through 3 +1 [i] ways: 

[i]Sound to influence space, and magnetism - within the 
iFeminine principle - through specific cosmic sounds. 

Light [i]Movement to influence time and electricity 
(Light) - within the iMasculine principle - through cosmic 
movements 

[i]Code to influence, SpaceTime and MagnetismElectricity 
structures - within the iChild principle - through matter 
(color & form) as cosmic symbols. 

Together they create the Cosmic iLanguage Synergy to 
influence the evolution of Humanity 

ti-MaLu_uu



“I believe that in order to achieve a new collective state 
of consciousness as a New Humanity [Umi Na uLa], it 
is necessary to enhance our individual [iSelf] enabling 
us to set higher [i] Intentions in the Universal [iField]. “  

Lilly Wong



Your Soul Travel Xplore  

iProductions for the New Human 

YouTube Channel, Facebook & Instagram

Your Soul Care Center 

iCenter for the New Human 

iProducts, iSupplements & iCommunity

Your Soul Travel Agency 

iAcademy for the New Human 

iCourses, iEvent & iPrograms
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